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C4 IP Peripheral Equipment 
 
Wired IP Phone Headset— Plantronics SupraPlus® H251N Noise Cancelling 

The Plantronics SupraPlus headset family brings new standards in all-day comfort and 
reliability to telephone professionals. Enhanced receive-side audio quality, intelligent 
flexible boom and stylish design provide greater headset flexibility. SupraPlus offers 
monaural or binaural versions, voice tube or noise-canceling microphones and is 
compatible with Plantronics amplifiers and USB-to-headset adapters. Also available with 
amplification for busy call center environments as the SupraPlus® P251N. 
 

 
Wired IP Phone Headset—Plantronics SupraPlus® H261N Noise Cancelling 

The Plantronics SupraPlus headset family brings new standards in all-day comfort and 
reliability to telephone professionals. Enhanced receive-side audio quality, intelligent 
flexible boom and stylish design provide greater headset flexibility. SupraPlus offers 
monaural or binaural versions, voice tube or noise-canceling microphones and is 
compatible with Plantronics amplifiers and USB-to-headset adapters. Also available with 
amplification for busy call center environments as the SupraPlus® P261N. 

 
 
Wired IP Phone Headset with Internal Amplifier—GN Netcom GN 2120 NCD 01 

The GN 2120 is the state-of-the-art, professional headset for today’s enterprise, 
delivering unsurpassed sound quality and crystal clear conversation. The headset’s 
lightweight, sleek styling evokes a professional image and comfort is ensured by the 
ergonomic design. The GN 2120’s several interchangeable options means you can 
change styles as often as you wish and the different boom arms come equipped with 
different microphones to suit all office environments, from quiet to louder ones. 
 
 

Wired IP Phone Headset with Internal Amplifier—GN Netcom GN 2125 NCD 01 
The excellent sound quality surpasses anything you might have experienced before in 
the way of a headset. For noisy environments, GN 2120 Flex headsets feature the 
DuraFlex-II flexible boom, for exact microphone positioning, and a noise-canceling 
microphone, to filter out ambient noise. The GN 2125 NC is a binaural version of the GN 
2120 NC. Its second leatherette-cushioned speaker and noise-canceling microphone 
make it ideal for noisy environments. It features a single-wire binaural design.  

 
 
Wireless Headset—Plantronics CS55 

Superior digital sound meets office mobility with the CS55 wireless headset. The CS55 
delivers wireless mobility up to 300 feet, superior quality with voice-dedicated 1.9GHz 
DECT technology to provide uncompromised audio quality. The CS55 also features 10 
hours of unencumbered talk time and the option of remote answering, so users never 
miss calls when away from their workstation. An extended boom and noisecanceling 
microphone filter out background noise for crystal-clear conversation. For comfort, the 
CS55 can be converted to over-the ear, over-the-head or behind-the head styles.  
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Wireless Headset—Jabra GN 9125  
The Jabra GN9125 SoundTube microphone design delivers a lower cost alternative 
for quieter contact center or office environments. Automatic radio power 
management on base and headset yields lower power consumption, improved audio 
performance and enhanced battery talktime of up to 12 hours. The CS55 delivers 
wireless mobility up to 300 feet, superior quality with voice-dedicated 1.9GHz DECT 
technology to provide uncompromised audio quality. The unique four-way 
conference call feature lets users hold fully mobile, secure conference calls without 
being restricted to meeting rooms and without speakerphone distortion. 

 
 
Wireless Headset—Jabra GN T5330  

Move freely around your working environment and increase productivity with hands-free 
communication. Bluetooth® compatible and with a full 33 foot wireless range, the T5330 
unties you from the restrictions of the phone cord, allowing you to move freely around the 
office while taking and making calls. Additionally, it keeps both your hands free to support 
your unique working experience. Ergonomically designed for all-day comfort, the T5330 
is an advanced cordless headset that helps you increase your productivity and optimize 
your business success. 

 
 
USB Web Camera—Logitech QuickCam® Communicate STX  

QuickCam® Communicate STX makes video communications easy. Clearer video with 
640 x 480 VGA quality and RightLight™ technology provides improved image clarity—
even in low light, and your calls are always echo-free with the integrated microphone and 
RightSound™ technology. The QuickCam Communicate STX interoperates with C4 IP 
using a desktop PC and USB port.  

 

Deluxe USB Web Camera—Logitech QuickCam® for Notebooks Pro  
The QuickCam® for Notebooks Pro offers true 1.3 Megapixel images, superior quality 
video, echo-free audio and is about the size of a standard house key. The QuickCam for 
Notebooks Pro attaches to a notebook computer via the USB port and includes a crush- 
resistant case for easy portability and storage. RightLight™ technology provides 
improved image clarity—even in low light, and your calls are always echo-free with the 
integrated microphone and RightSound™ technology. This Web Camera also includes a 
non-USB headset for PC telephony integration. 
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The Plantronics SupraPlus headset family brings new standards in all-day comfort and reliability to telephone professionals. Enhanced receive-side audio quality, intelligent flexible boom and stylish design provide greater headset flexibility. SupraPlus offers monaural or binaural versions, voice tube or noise-canceling microphones and is compatible with Plantronics amplifiers and USB-to-headset adapters. Also available with amplification for busy call center environments as the SupraPlus® P251N.
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Wired IP Phone Headset with Internal Amplifier—GN Netcom GN 2120 NCD 01

The GN 2120 is the state-of-the-art, professional headset for today’s enterprise, delivering unsurpassed sound quality and crystal clear conversation. The headset’s lightweight, sleek styling evokes a professional image and comfort is ensured by the ergonomic design. The GN 2120’s several interchangeable options means you can change styles as often as you wish and the different boom arms come equipped with different microphones to suit all office environments, from quiet to louder ones.

Wired IP Phone Headset with Internal Amplifier—GN Netcom GN 2125 NCD 01


The excellent sound quality surpasses anything you might have experienced before in the way of a headset. For noisy environments, GN 2120 Flex headsets feature the DuraFlex-II flexible boom, for exact microphone positioning, and a noise-canceling microphone, to filter out ambient noise. The GN 2125 NC is a binaural version of the GN 2120 NC. Its second leatherette-cushioned speaker and noise-canceling microphone make it ideal for noisy environments. It features a single-wire binaural design. 

Wireless Headset—Plantronics CS55

Superior digital sound meets office mobility with the CS55 wireless headset. The CS55 delivers wireless mobility up to 300 feet, superior quality with voice-dedicated 1.9GHz DECT technology to provide uncompromised audio quality. The CS55 also features 10 hours of unencumbered talk time and the option of remote answering, so users never miss calls when away from their workstation. An extended boom and noisecanceling microphone filter out background noise for crystal-clear conversation. For comfort, the CS55 can be converted to over-the ear, over-the-head or behind-the head styles. 


Wireless Headset—Jabra GN 9125 

The Jabra GN9125 SoundTube microphone design delivers a lower cost alternative for quieter contact center or office environments. Automatic radio power management on base and headset yields lower power consumption, improved audio performance and enhanced battery talktime of up to 12 hours. The CS55 delivers wireless mobility up to 300 feet, superior quality with voice-dedicated 1.9GHz DECT technology to provide uncompromised audio quality. The unique four-way conference call feature lets users hold fully mobile, secure conference calls without being restricted to meeting rooms and without speakerphone distortion.


Wireless Headset—Jabra GN T5330 

Move freely around your working environment and increase productivity with hands-free communication. Bluetooth® compatible and with a full 33 foot wireless range, the T5330 unties you from the restrictions of the phone cord, allowing you to move freely around the office while taking and making calls. Additionally, it keeps both your hands free to support your unique working experience. Ergonomically designed for all-day comfort, the T5330 is an advanced cordless headset that helps you increase your productivity and optimize your business success.

USB Web Camera—Logitech QuickCam® Communicate STX 

QuickCam® Communicate STX makes video communications easy. Clearer video with 640 x 480 VGA quality and RightLight™ technology provides improved image clarity—even in low light, and your calls are always echo-free with the integrated microphone and RightSound™ technology. The QuickCam Communicate STX interoperates with C4 IP using a desktop PC and USB port. 

Deluxe USB Web Camera—Logitech QuickCam® for Notebooks Pro 

The QuickCam® for Notebooks Pro offers true 1.3 Megapixel images, superior quality video, echo-free audio and is about the size of a standard house key. The QuickCam for Notebooks Pro attaches to a notebook computer via the USB port and includes a crush- resistant case for easy portability and storage. RightLight™ technology provides improved image clarity—even in low light, and your calls are always echo-free with the integrated microphone and RightSound™ technology. This Web Camera also includes a non-USB headset for PC telephony integration.
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